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A regional Technical Cooperation project for Central and Eastern European countries was
established and funded by the AEA as a response to the region's need. Majority of these
countries are now in the process of establishing/strengthening their infrastructure for
assessment of structural integrity of primary circuit components for an appropriate level of
safety and reliability. Moreover, extension of the operational life of the WWER nuclear power
plants (NPPs) became part of the generation strategy in most of these countries.

The overall objective of the project is to improve long termn integrity of primary circuit
components as a fundamental technical prerequisite to ensure plant operation until and
beyond the design lifetime. In a series of workshops and technical meetings issues relevant to
primary circuit component structural integrity with special regard to operational life
optimization have been being addressed. The works under the project are coordinated with the
European Commission's integrity related assistance projects, and some of the activities are
jointly organized with the WANO Moscow Center.

Main conclusions of the central topics are summarized below.

Qualification of in-service inspection (ISI) systems
LAEA published its qualification guidelines concerning WWERs [1] as a suitable framework
for developing credible evidence that ISI systems are capable to reliably detect and size flaws
and can meet the 151 objective. Then, a pilot study to assist Member States with practical
advice on how to apply the guidelines to a real NPP component was organized. The target
application in the pilot study is technical justification for ultrasonic testing of a shell weld of a
WWER- 1000 RPV (unit 5 of Kozloduy NPP, Bulgaria). Simulation of the qualification
process has been achieved through real technical contributions. These include a technical
specification, an NDE procedure, and a technical justification, all of which were specifically
developed by the appropriate members of a pilot study team established to facilitate the pilot
study [2]. As a consequence of the pilot study, understanding on qualification of ISI systems
is very much improved, and it contributed that countries started to establish systematically
their qualification infrastructure and to launch pilot national qualification programme. It also
helped that all interested partners of the qualification process like regulatory authority, utility,
inspection company and qualification body, where available, working together which is
essential for success.

ISI of WWER reactor pressure vessels (RP Vs)
The WWERs are equipped with permanent installations to facilitate mechanized ISI of the
RPV from outside. Besides, after removal of the internals, there are access conditions for
complete internal inspection. Both ways of inspection have their specific merits in terms of
impact on outage duration, flaw detection sensitivity, performance aspects and related
radiation exposure. In view of many of these aspects, ISI from inside and from outside can
complement each other, so that they can be combined into a safety-conscious and cost-
effective ISI strategy. Proof of the required performance level of the ISI system should be
established on the basis of qualification.
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Steam generator heat exchanger tube degradation and inspection
Assessing operational conditions as fundamental influencing parameters of WWER steam
generator performance and analyzing damage mechanisms occurring, it is obvious that control
of secondary water chemistry in harmony with structural materials used in feed water and
condensate systems, has primary influence on corrosion behaviors being responsible to
deliver corrosive agents to the secondary side of steam generators. Replacing copper-based
alloys as condenser tubes by stainless steel or titanium will help to eliminate copper transport
in steam generators as well as may reduce oxygen intake in condensate system. Using
adequate structural materials for, at least, elbows or T-connections suffering erosion/corrosion
by high resistant material can help to reduce iron transport in steam generator. On the other
hand, continuous working on enhancement of corrective treatment of feed water by chemical
reagents is vital. Also, enhancement of water conditioning technology for improving makeup
water quality, improvements on equipment conservation as well as installation of modem
automatic systems for monitoring water chemistry are among the emerging issues.

Although the 151 of heat exchanger tubes became a daily routine work in almost every NPIP at
the region, there are differences in inspection strategy (scope), plugging criteria and level of
inspection qualification if the latter is considered at all. Need for guidance on WWETR steam
generator heat exchanger tube inspection regarding inspection strategy, requirements for eddy
current testing equipment, technology, personnel training, qualification and determination of
alternate plugging criteria has very strongly been justified.

Structural integrity assessment
Structural integrity assessment of primary circuit components is a permanent task of operating
organisations, regulatory authorities as well as design and technical support institutes. It has
clear safety significance and very severe plant availability aspects. Nowadays, the emphasis
of structural integrity assessment lays on life management (lifetime assurance, operational life
extension). A dialogue between various players of this important task, and a dialogue between
representatives of the different technical areas of structural integrity assessment (loading
calculations - fracture mechanics, ageing - material degradation characterisation, and
detection and sizing flaws by means of NDE) is vital.

The common approach of structural integrity assessment is to follow the relevant codes and
use code criteria. In case of non-compliance with the acceptance criteria, the codes usually
offer an individual evaluation method using actual material data, flaw size and loading
conditions. It was recognized that differences on boundary conditions of the codes applied
could lead to different evaluation results (e.g. different transient selected, different postulated
defect size, different safety margins). Necessity of a benchmarking on structural integrity
assessment procedures is desirable.

Condition monitoring methods and techniques for assessing ifetime
Condition monitoring is an element of high importance in plant life management. Its
integration into the entire life management concept, however, needs more comprehensive
approach. The following prerequisites have to be considered: the monitored parameter has to
be an appropriate indicator for the condition of the component and its acceptance criteria and
limits should be available; all potential modes of degradation are addressed; traceability and
predictability of the potential failure behavior should be available, and proper monitoring
technique has to be installed.
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